Numerous problems are encountered in realizing an adequate real time model for an aircraft engine. The purpose of this article is to propose a systematic approach for modeling and approximating the characteristics of an engine or engine component parts, and to apply this approach to the Viper compressor (VC) characteristics. The proposed approach introduces a set of quantitative model-performance measures. Monitoring these measures makes it possible to take care of the multiple objectives of the model simultaneously and individually, and to attach a guarantee level to the model behavior. A set of (66) models are considered, from which the adequate VC model for real time (RT) simulation purposes is determined. 
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INTRODUCTION
Advanced propulsion control systems design-concepts are developed for performance and operability improvements of aircraft engines. In this context real time engine simulation acquires new responsibilities as a complete partner in the electronic control system hardware. The required reliability levels are guaranteed using mathematical redundancy (Astrom and Wittenmark, 1984) . In this way, control system reliability may be realized within systems of reasonable size and weight, in contrast to the large size and weight if physical redundancy (e.g. multi lanes) is adopted.
The majority of problems, in developing an adequate RT model for an aircraft engine, are related to inaccuracies in modeling components, assumptions imposed by the available modeling approaches, and interactions between components. This may be due to the lack of a systematic modeling approach and quantitative measures for model performance evaluation. In this paper a different perspective to the problem of modeling and characteristics approximation is considered, and problems of model specification and quantitative model performance measures are tackled. By monitoring a set of inferred quantitatively rated performance indices, a systematic way of finding the appropriate model is accomplished.
COMPRESSOR MODELS
Modeling a compressor requires formulation of the functional relations that exist between compressor variables. There are basically two methods that can be used to model multistage fans or compressors. The first uses individual stage models, while the second involves the use of overall component performance (Szuch,1984) . As a result, the aerothermodynamic performance of a fan or compressor can be given in several ways, including: 1) relations between pressure ratio, efficiency, mass flow, and operational speed (Horlock, 1982) ; 2) relations between flow coefficient, work coefficient, loss, and a pseudo flow Mach number in terms of "backbone" and "off-backbone" curves (Converse and Giffin, 1984) .
Engine transients are of the utmost importance if an engine RT simulation is to be considered. Realizing as much as possible of the potential performance of an engine depends to a great extent, on the accuracy and reliability attached to the estimates of engine transient (paths). Determination of these (paths) followed by the engine operating point requires knowledge of the compressor characteristics, and particularly of the momentary compressor angular velocity (Oates 1988) . Thus, the accuracy and reliability of the estimates of compressor characteristics, significantly affects the attainment of the potential performance of an engine.
A system model has to present knowledge of that system in a usable form (Eykhoff, 1974) . If a RT simulation is to be considered, a detailed approach or a complete mathematical description of compressor behavior is not proper. Sometimes, equivalent model (model fitting approach) is considered nonrigorous and does not have a theoretical basis. But, such an attitude ignores the important fact that sophisticated detailed models require many assumptions and approximations, and we usually cannot fully justify our decisions (Garland,1989) . Thus, a model form is usually assumed, and a suitable technique is used to extract information from available compressor maps.
COMPRESSOR MODELING PROBLEMS Fitting Problems
Being concerned in fitting the compressor characteristics, a global examination of the considered VC map, Fig.1 and Fig.2 , forces attention to five potential sources of trouble. These are:
1-The uneasily identifiable shape. 2-The ununiques problem, especially at the area of high speed curves. 3-The ill conditioning problem where small changes in the variable of one coordinate, produces large changes in the other coordinate-variable. 4-The large variation encountered in the variables if a full envelop of compressor (engine) operation is desired. 5-The differences in the order of magnitudes of variables.
Strongly related to these problems, is the need for different functions to fit the low and the high speed portions of the characteristics, along with a methodology for switching from one function to the other. 
Utilization Problems
After identifying parameters in a compressor map, an interpolation algorithm is used to calculate values of parameters at intermediate points, where the corresponding engine variables are evaluated. For an adequate estimate of characteristics, the interpolation algorithm may require a quite narrow calculation step, in order to follow the variation of parameters. Therefore, the RT simulation problem becomes one of reducing the calculation time, taking measures to permit the step size to be increased, or both (Szuch, 1982) . Reducing the calculation time can be realized in several ways including model simplification and reduction, parallel processing, or integer calculation. Permitting the step size to be increased includes the use of more suitable numerical techniques or more suitable model representation (with which we will be more concerned).
Error limits for the model outputs are guaranteed at the originally given data points, while errors at intermediate points do not have a guarantee. The reproduced engine characteristics at these intermediate points usually suffer unreal fluctuations. These fluctuations may be related to the unreasonable values of the predicted model parameters at these points, due to the inconsistency of the interpolation algorithm and/or the adopted (unsmooth) variation of the identified parameters. This variation of the estimated parameters is a consequence of its predecessor faulty representation. To obtain better model outputs, model parameters possessing easily predictable (smooth) variation are required; these are to be used in conjunction with a consistent interpolation algorithm, or to be used for finding the appropriate closed form analytical expressions for the model parameters. Thus, something more than an error criterion is needed. This is what we call the monotonic behavior of the parameters.
The Need for a Multi-Objective Algorithm
Modeling techniques usually focus only on one type of model performance measure. This often narrows, too much, the designer's overall view of system-model performance. On the contrary, modeling has to be considered as a multi-objective process. Beside the well known error limitations usually considered, a model and modeling algorithm has to guarantee the following: 1) highly accurate predictability of engine behavior, and RT execution capability, in order to cope with the new role attached to engine simulations; 2) monotonic variation of the model parameters, in order to relax the strenuous requirements imposed for adequate RT estimates of the needed characteristics. (e.g. small step size and therefore large calculation capacities and fast computers).
Model fii litieq
An exact quantitative specification of model objectives is rarely available in practice. In order that the modeling process can proceed in a systematic fashion, it is necessary that each of the model qualities be rated quantitatively, by means of a suitable performance index. In that way, it may be possible to take care of modeling objectives. Besides, the model performance indices should clearly reveal the ability of the model to predict engine behavior, as well as the qualities of that prediction, at all engine operating points.
CHARACTERIZATION OF MODEL QUALITIES
In the following, the adequate quantitative rating and mathematical formulation of model qualities is considered. The investigated ratings are:
1-Error rating 2-Rating of parameters monotonic behavior 3-Predictability rating 4-Calculation load, and execution time rating 5-Global model-performance rating.
Characterization of a Monotonic-Behavior Indicator
Here it is intended: 1) to find an analytical tool for checking the monotonic behavior of a given data set along a specified interval and 2) to establish a proper scale for evaluating the discrepancy of data set from the monotone. Thus if sld = sli -sl (1) where aix and ain are the maximum and minimum values, respectively of the model parameter a then (CMI) gives an unbiased normalized indicator s in the sense that it does not depend on the number of data points, or on the order of magnitude of the parameter considered. If nai (4) sdp= £ CMI then (sdp) will reflect the monotonic behavior of the complete set of model parameters. It also correlates with the deficiency of increase in the number of parameters. In that way, it is possible to evaluate the behavior of any parameter or parameter set analytically, and thus to evaluate and compare the monotonic behavior associated with various models, even if different data sets or different number of parameters are used.
Characterization of Error Indicator
Usually, an error measure is used to assess a good fit. However, the least squares error has two serious deficiencies as an indicator of a good fit. It can be large, because the number of data points is large, even if the fit is fairly good. More important, it depends on the scale used for the data values (Maron, 1987) . Being concerned with a general scale that can be used both for evaluating model performance and for comparing different models (even if different data sets are used), the intended measure of error has to compensate for the changeable number of data points, and for the scale variation, if any. Thus, it is necessary that a considered error estimate has to be 1) unbiased (i.e. the expected mean/data point); and 2) evaluated in the same original and traditional plane of reference.
In order to analyze the discrepancy between the predicted data values and their original ones: 1) the relative error; 2) the mean absolute relative error; and 3) the standard deviation can be used. These values are evaluated for each curve in the characteristic, as well as for the considered map as a whole. Thus
Evaluation of the standard deviation gives a picture of the error dispersion about the considered data mean. However, it is useful if we know about the encountered maximum error values.
Characterization of The Predictability Indicator
To obtain a possible definition for a model predictability, we consider that the available data is divided into two distinct sets, with the first set used for model deduction, and the second set used for measuring the deduced model predictability. If the error measure evaluated for the first set is (mgerm), and for the second set is (pgrrm), the form crib= 1-2.pgerm/(l+mgerm+pgerm) meets the proper logic requirements. 1) it has a constant value (one) at the zero prediction error, whatever the value of modeling error is; 2) it weighs the effect of the modeling error (mgerm) even when its value is equal to (pgerm); 3) the departure of its value from the ideal value of one increases as the prediction error increases; and 4) its value is bounded even at the zero value of the prediction error (pgerm). Besides, this form is also adequate as a measure for the model validity.
Characterization of The Execution Time Indicator
If (cat) denotes the time needed to get a required data point, then the value of this time may be utilized to weigh the model execution qualities. However, this time has to be properly scaled, according to its range of variation.
HARMONIZATION OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
As a result of the model performance characterization, various factors have to be included. These factors usually represent competing objectives, and the intended model has to trade-off between them. Thus it is useful if the previously mentioned factors are cast into an adequate mathematical formulation. But how can this be easily achieved?
Having indicators (x) and (y) that have to be included together in a suitable combined measure, it is appropriate if the form (1+x).(1+y) is adopted for that purpose. Beside other advantages, this form keeps the information content related to non-zero factor(s) even at a possible zero for the other factors (x, y, etc.).
MODEL PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Accentuating the model qualities of interest, previously introduced, and the proposed harmonization procedure, the following performance measures are defined: cril= (l+germ)(l+go-)
cri2= (1+germ)(l+sdp)
cri4= (l+germ)(1+gor)(l+sdp)(1+gerx) (9) crib= 1-2.pgerm/(l+mgerm+pgerm) (10)
INFERENCE OF THE GLOBAL CRITERION FOR MODELING
Using the (cri4) measure enables grasping the resultant interaction of the mean error, maximum error, standard deviation and monotonic behavior of parameters. If we combine this measure together with the predictability indicator in the form:
we get a global modeling criterion that measures the overall model behavior. In the ideal case the predictability (cri6=1) and (cri4=1), therefore the departure of (cri7) from the value of one will reflect the deviation of the model from the ideal.
We are now in a position to evaluate and compare various models, even if they possess small differences in different performance indices (error, monotonic behavior, etc.). This is realized in a well defined and mathematically precise way.
EVOLUTION OF THE INTENDED MODELING ALGORITHM Data Smoothing
Experiments entail many approximations (Garland, 1989 ), but we have to acknowledge that, normally, the real characteristics of the compressor as a physical system have to be smooth. In other words, it is necessary (immediately before beginning the step of extracting model parameters) to be sure that the characteristics are not depraved, due to any previous handling or acquisition (e.g. measuring, transforming, A/D converting, or even tabulating a given map).
Data Rescaling
The largest error in the design chain is likely to arise because the original process data is not sufficiently representative (Leigh, 1985) . For modeling, as a design process, it is of utmost importance to keep the data to be modeled from contamination until it is introduced to the model. Of the same importance, the information content in these data also has to be kept from being corrupted due to any handling. Mathematical operations may cause distortion to the information content of original data. This is especially true if the variables used have different orders of magnitudes, or if these variables are exposed to large variations (e.g. as the compressor covers its operating envelop).
It is necessary to keep the same order of magnitude, for all the variables to be manipulated, even as these variables change their values throughout the full range of compressor operation. This may call for the rescaling of the original data before it is mathematically manipulated. From possible rescaling strategies, it is clear that using the curve parameter, (i.e. compressor speed) in its relative form, while rescaling the abscissa and ordinate variables with respect to the corresponding surge line values is the most convenient one. This what we refer to as the dynamic rescaling. If the exact surge line is not available, it has to be estimated. In reality we are searching for an appropriate moving origin, for handling each of the speed curves. A second order estimate of the surge line for VC is found to be adequate. For modeling in this case, the surge line pressure ratio (rrsu), efficiency (r^su), and corrected mass flow rate (Qsu) as functions of the rotational speed (n) are nsu= 1.4400 -2.4770 10 .n +5.8320 10 .n 2 (11) 71su= 0.5718 +0.6272 10 .n -0.3828 10n2 (12) Qsu=-4.395 +33.22 10 4n +7.822 10 -8n2 (13) 
Transformation of Axes
For a good model we have to preserve a degree of the compressor internal behavior and cross couplings. This is accomplished through a superficial or external transformation, by regrouping the compressor variables into new lumps. These lumps maintain various shapes for connecting variables and preserving interactions In compressor, according to their individual forms.
In order to realize the intended, monotonic behavior of parameters, the previously explained concept of bundling up variables is exercised with various transformations. Table. 1 presents the final transformation matrix (of dimension 22 x 3). Thus it is possible to combine (66) different transformations. For each case, the guess function is exercised, with increasing number of terms to determine the optimum lumping with its compatible parameters.
Fitting of The New Map of Compressor
For a new rescaled map as shown in Fig.3 , it is possible to realize that we have a data set that can fit well by a guess function whose graph is monotonic over the entire interval. Two parameters are generally sufficient to achieve a good fit in this special case, (Maron, 1987 ). Yet, for exercising changeable powers and numbers of parameters, a more general form for the guess function is considered as 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
However, models with lower (sdp) are obtained, it is not easy -through a trial and error process -to attain the model that guarantees the intended monotonic behavior of parameters. Besides, the major drawback when implementing RT engine simulation on digital computers, is that the time it takes to evaluate all the required calculations is longer than the time step necessary to provide good resolution (Szuch,1982) Accentuating the facts that: 1-Measurements are made with real, and thus imperfect instruments (Maine and Biff, 1985) . Thus there is no justification for requiring that the model parameters have to be exactly the identified ones.
2-
The model structure and model parameters form a compatible set; for another model structure, the system information content may be redistributed between the new model constituents and its related parameters (De Hoff et al., 1981) , (De Hoff and Hall, 1978) .
3-Simulation is an objective oriented process. Therefore, the information content of the engine characteristics has to be fitted to an adequately usable form.
Therefore, especially for the RT simulation uses, it may be valuable if closed analytical forms are tuned for the model parameters.
VIPER COMPRESSOR APPROXIMATION If Accuracy is of Utmost Importance
For utmost accuracy, the VC pressure ratio optimum model y=f(x,n), is:
where
this form guarantess modeling MARE <-0.56 % ,where x,y are the corrected mass flow rate and pressure ratio values, each rescaled with respect to its corresponding surge line value at the considered speed.
The VC efficiency optimum model y=f(x,n), is
where b= (0.1359 +0.05538 .n +0.05414 .n 2 )
b 2 = (0.2949 -0.04200 .n) (20) this form guarantees a modeling MARE < 0.1%, in this case, x, y are the corrected mass flow rate and efficiency values, each rescaled with respect to its corresponding surge line value at the considered speed.
If Real Time Execution is of Utmost Importance
The previous model guarantees a high level of accuracy. However, it may not be the most appropriate for the RT purposes as a solver will also be needed. Thus an explicit model will be more preferable. The resulting pressure ratio model, with a modeling MARE <-1.08% is obtained as: Parameters a a for this pressure ratio model,and parameters b2 , b for efficiency model are given in Fig.4 . In order to validate the algorithm, the available data is divided into two distinct groups, as previously introduced, with the first group used to determine model parameters, and the second group to evaluate the model predictability. Comparing the predicted data points with its corresponding original points allows one to assess the model as a predictor. Exercising the proposed algorithm with various compressors, it is possible to say that the algorithm has general validity for the compressors considered.
SUMMARY OF THE METHODOLOGY
The proposed modeling technique can be summarized as follows:
1-Be sure that the input data to be modeled is free from all possible input errors, or data smoothing may be needed.
2-Carry out the needed dynamic rescaling of the given characteristics with respect to the surge line values at each speed.
3-According to the shape of the new map a suitable fitting function type is chosen, (e.g. polynomial, exponential etc.).
4-The proposed list for axes transformations is exercised in order to determine the adequate form (e.g. X=x/y, Y=y), in connection to model order, and number and order of parameters (e.g. linear model with two parameters, each is of linear form in curve parameter, i.e. relative speed) .
5-Divide the available data into two distinct data sets.
6-With the first data set (modeling set): The optimum model is determined by keeping track of various performance measures (individually and simultaneously) until a satisfactory performance level is attained or no further improvement is possible. This is achieved through a two directional search where the model order, and the order of each model parameter is changed, one at a time. In order to fix the model form, with its compatible parameters forms and their coefficients values. However, in each step, it is necessary to decide which performance index shall be improved and what is the possible expense in degrading other performance indices.
7-In the previous step, it is necessary to notice that, map-fit and parameters-fit are compatible processes. Mutual interaction and cross coupling exists between both actions. Thus the optimum solution is only possible through a systems approach strategy.
8-With the second data set (validation set): Evaluate the predictability of each candidate configuration. This unveils the model validity. The value evaluated for the predictability (validity) measure is also included as one of the model performances that are tracked during the modeling processes. This enables the choice of an adequate model with a guaranteed predictability measure.
9-Renewing of axes transformation matrix and/or guess function type, is also possible, in order to attain the required model behavior and performance level.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents a systematic approach for modeling compressor characteristics. This is realized through keeping track of the developed, quantitatively rated, model performance measures. In this way it is possible to evaluate and keep track of each intended character of the candidate model, as well as This approach, contrary to the method of synthesizing detailed thermodynamic and mechanical relations, provides simple models for RT simulations, even for complex engines, . Besides, it is well suited to deal with practical simulation and controller realization considerations, as the modeler is free to specify the model structure, and to combine simulation, control and technical considerations. Also, the introduced predictability measure makes it possible to guarantee the model operation as a predictor. This is well suited for redundancy considerations in digital electronic controls.
Dynamic rescaling makes it possible to preserve the deduced-model validity along the whole operating envelope. The algorithm has general validity. The results of applying the algorithm to the VC characteristics show that it is possible, with only four operating points, to predict the complete characteristics, with MARE value :5 0.56 % for the compressor pressure ratio, and <_ 0.31 % for the compressor efficiency, if accuracy has the first priority, and with MARE value : 1.08 % for the compressor pressure ratio, and : 3.33 % for the compressor efficiency, if RT execution is intended.
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